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ABSTRACT  

 

Introduction: ClC-1, a member of a large family of voltage-gated 

chloride channels, is abundantly expressed in human skeletal muscle, 

and contributes to stabilizing the resting membrane potential. Mutations 

in ClC-1 are associated with myotonia congenita (MC), the 

neuromuscular channelopathy, resulting in loss of regulation of 

membrane excitability in skeletal muscle. In this study, six mutants 

(p.M128I, p.S189C, p.M373L, p.P480S, p.G523D, p.M609K) from 

Korean MC patients are investigated.  

Method: We studied the electrophysiological characteristics of each 

mutant by using patch clamp method in HEK293 cells.  

Results: Here, autosomal dominant mutants S189C and P480S both 

displayed reduced chloride conductance compared to WT, while V1/2 of 

S189 and P480S was shifted to depolarizing potentials. Autosomal 

recessive mutant M128I did not show a typical slow deactivation of Cl-

currents. In addition, V1/2 of M128I was also shifted toward more 

depolarizing potentials. Sporadic mutant G523D also displayed 

sustained activation of Cl-currents in the whole cell trace whereas the 

other sporadic mutants, M373L and M609K, demonstrated a slow 

deactivation. Unique to this mutant, G523D lost voltage-dependence in 

channel gating. In order to identify potential effects on gating process, 
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slow and fast gating of each mutant was also analyzed. We show that 

slow gating of the mutants tends to be shifted toward more positive 

potentials in comparison to WT, illustrating reversed voltage 

dependences in channel gating. However, the characteristics of fast 

gating for mutants were less affected compared to WT, except for G523.  

Conclusions: Collectively, these six mutants found from Korean 

patients resulted in the modification of channel gating behaviors and 

reduced chloride conductance that can account for the physiologic 

changes of MC.   

------------------------------------- 

Keywords: Myotonia Congenita, Chloride Channel, hClC-1,  

Student number: 2011-23811 
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INTRODUCTION 

Myotonia congenita (MC) is the genetic disorder characterized by 

muscle stiffness resulting from prolonged action potentials in skeletal 

muscle after relaxation [1,5,12,14]. Two types of myotonia are 

recognized: the autosomal dominant disease called myotonia congenita 

(Thomsen’s disease, OMIM 160800) and the autosomal recessive 

disease called generalized myotonia (Becker’s disease, OMIM 255700) 

[18,19,27]. Both conditions display similar clinical features, but can be 

distinguished based on severity and inheritance patterns [27]. For 

example, it is commonly reported that the recessive pattern of the 

disease is more severe than the dominant pattern [26,27]. However, the 

causative factors of either pattern of disease have yet to be uncovered 

[17,27]. It has been known that mutations in the gene encoding the 

skeletal muscle Cl- channel, ClC-1 are a major contributor to the 

pathogenesis of MC [3,4,6].  

 

ⅰ) Role of ClC-1 in skeletal muscle 

In normal skeletal muscle contraction, action potentials initiated at the 

neuromuscular junction are required in order to propagate along the 

surface membrane and into the interior of the muscle fiber through the 

transverse tubular system. The Action potentials activate voltage-sensor 

molecules known as dihydropyridine receptors located in the t-system 
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membrane, and this activates ryanodine receptors, releasing Ca2+ in the 

adjacent sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) [4]. Therefore, increase of 

myoplasmic calcium level lead to the generation of force by the 

contractile apparatus [30,35]. In mammalian skeletal muscle fibers, the 

chloride conductance majorly contributes to the total resting 

conductance [3, 6] Potassium and chloride conductances determine the 

muscular movement to neuronal stimulation and the shape of each 

action potential repolarization by maintaining the resting membrane 

potential of skeletal muscle [4]. Most of the resting conductance (~80%) 

in skeletal muscle is mediated by chloride through the muscle chloride 

channel, ClC-1 [3,4,6]. However, it is still remained controversial 

whether ClC-1 is located within the sarcolemma or the T-tubular 

system [4]. There is a general agreement that chloride conductance is 

distributed all over the surface and T-system tubules in mammalian 

muscle [16]. Thus, further studies are needed to recognize the accurate 

location of ClC-1.  

 

ⅱ) Structure of ClC-1  

The representative architecture of ClC-1 is homodimeric double-barrel 

in which each monomer has one pore [7,8]. ClC-1 is composed of 18 a-

helices as labeled A-R, embedded in the transmembrane except helix A 

[7,8]. Individual subunits consist of two repeated halves having 
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opposite orientations in the membrane [7,8]. Distinguished two tandem 

cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS) domains are known to be one of the 

most significant characteristics observed in eukaryotic ClC family, 

located in the intracellular carboxylic terminal [5,10,28]. It was 

previously reported that two CBS domains largely contribute to the 

functional consequences of channel by binding ATP and assisting 

dimerization [5,7,27,36,37].   

The pore of ClC-1 plays a significant role in the function of channel. 

Crystal structure of ClC identified the various regions of the domain 

associate together to form the pore [8]. There are the conserved amino 

acid residues lining the conduction pathway and forming the selectivity 

filter of the channel for anion selectivity [7,8]. Interestingly, four anti-

parallel helices are brought together into the center plane of the 

membrane in order to form ion-binding site [7,8]. The highly conserved 

residues contain the sequences, GSGIP (106-110), G (K/R) EGP (146-

150), GXFXP (355-359), and Tyr 445 [8]. These residues are oriented 

with N-termini of a-helices toward the binding site. Due to the helix 

dipole or N-terminal positive end charge, the arrangement of helices 

might form an electrostatically favorable environment for anion 

binding [8].  
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Figure 1. Relative positions of CLC-1 mutations on the known structure of 

eukaryotic CLC, cmCLC (pdb #30RG). A slide-view of cmCLC. Each subunit 

is drawn as surface or ribbon. Arrows indicate relative positions of CLC-1 

mutations based on amino acids sequence alignment. Residue name and 

number in the parenthesis indicate CLC-1 mutations tested in this study. B. 

Top view shows the mutation, G523D in CLC-1 is located near dimer 

interface.  
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Ⅲ Gating of ClC-1 

The single-channel experiment was conducted, showing that ClC-1 has three 

equidistant conductance states [1]. The result from the experiment was 

consistent with two gating process, suggesting a double barreled structure for 

the channel. All ClC channels (ClC-0, ClC-1, ClC-2 and ClC-K) are dimers 

and show fast protopore gating and slow common gating [1,7]. Due to its 

distinctive dimeric structure, gating mechanism of ClC-1 is characterized into 

two kinetics: “slow gating” and “fast gating”. Slow gating governs both 

protopores concertedly with slower time scale [1]. In contrast, when two 

protopores function independently in rapid opening and closing in the dimeric 

channel complex, it is called fast gating [1]. However, we do not know the 

structure for the gates. There is compelling evidence that the gating glutamate 

(E232) of ClC channels is the correlate for the fast gate [7]. ClC-K channels, 

however, exhibit an uncharged amino acid (valine) at the homologue position 

and nevertheless show fast protopore gating [7]. Moreover, there is no 

structure known for a common slow gate. Further studies on the interaction 

between the two subunits of the dimeric channel are needed to understand 

such cooperativity 

Gating of ClC channels depends on chloride and proton gradients across the 

cell membrane and on voltage [7]. It is true that these proteins do not exhibit 

easily definable endogenous voltage sensors like voltage-gated sodium or 

potassium channels. Furthermore, gating of ClC channels is much less 

understood than gating of many other channels. ClC channels seem to use 

permeating anions and protons to couple changes of voltage to channel 
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opening or closing. Recent evidence suggested that protons play an important 

role in voltage-sensing [7]. They are not only transported by ClC-transporters 

but also – in hardly measurable amounts - by ClC-channels [7]. The proton 

binding from the intracellular side to titratable residues within the proton 

pathway is voltage dependent. The gating glutamate at the outer entrance of 

each protopore is also involved in proton transport [7,8]. Furthermore it 

occupies the external chloride binding site of closed channels. Movement of 

this charged residue is also thought to be voltage dependent [7,8].   
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The aim of this study 

Six mutations in hClC-1 among Korean patients with myotonia congenita, 

M128I, S189C, M373L, P480S, G523D, and M609K, and their clinical 

characteristics were previously reported [30]. Among these six mutations, 

mutation of serine to cysteine at position 189 had been described previously, 

but the gating function remained uncharacterized [13,42] The remaining five 

mutations were first described in this report. Here, we analyze the 

physiological consequences of these six mutations found among Korean 

patients though electrophysiological studies.  
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Materials and Methods 

Cell culture and transient transfection 

HEK293 cells (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) were 

incubated in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Hyclone), supplemented 

with 10% fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 ug/mL 

streptomycin according to the supplier’s recommendations. hClC-1 and 

mutant channels were transiently expressed using fugene 6 transfection 

reagent (Promega), based on manufacturer’s guide. All experiments were 

conducted after 24-48 hours of transfection.  

Construction of DNA plasmids 

pEGFP-N1 (Clontech) was substituted for the mammalian expression vector 

construct pRc/CMV (Invitrogen) containing hClC-1. The restriction enzyme 

sites were XhoΙ and EcoRΙ. We utilized site-directed mutagenesis with 

QuikChange XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit.  

Electrophysiology 

Electrophysiology experiments were carried out as described below. Standard 

whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were conducted using Axopatch 200B 

(Axon Instruments, Union City, CA, USA), an EPC8 amplifier. Pipettes were 

pulled from borosilicate glass (Harvard), and had resistances of 2.2-4.0Ω. 

Contribution of leak current was negligible under our conditions, and no 

correction for leakage current was used. A normal Tyrode’s solution 

containing (in mM/L): NaCl (140), KCl (4), CaCl2 (2), MgCl2 (1), HEPES (5), 

adjusted with NaOH to pH 7.4 was used. 134 mM of Cl- concentration 

intracellular solution were composed of (in mM/L): NaCl (130), MgCl2 (2), 
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EGTA (5), HEPES (10), adjusted with NaOH to pH 7.4.  

In total, 12 Voltage pulses for the experiment were applied from -165 mV to 

75 mV in 20 mV increments. Each voltage pulse was given during 160 ms. In 

test of S189C, the voltage pulses were added up to 195 mV to get a perfect 

Boltzmann fitting for better understanding. Holding potential was fixed at 0 

mV, and tail pulse was given at -125 mV during 20 ms in voltage pulse 

protocol used in this experiment.  

For fast and slow gating test in whole cell patch clamp, the voltage pulses 

were designed distinctively. After the voltage protocol identically applied 

prepulse, +170 mV was followed for 5 ms, and this voltage pulse directly 

dropped to -125 mV, tail pulse. Holding potential was sustained at 0 mV as 

well, and the second voltage step pulses, which is the same as the 

aforementioned voltage steps were applied.  

Data Analysis  

Data analysis was conducted using Origin 8 (OriginLab). Overall apparent 

open probability (Po) for WT and six novel mutant channels was obtained 

from the tail currents divided by the lowest value. 

Po = I (V)/ Imin (V) at -125 mV                       (1) 

Data points gained by the equation (1) were fitted with a Boltzmann 

distribution with an offset to gain Po curves. 

  𝑃𝑜 (𝑉) =  𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚 + 1− 𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚

1+exp(
𝑉1 2⁄ −𝑉

𝑘 )
                      (2) 

Where P min is an offset, or a minimum Po at the most negative potential, V is 

the membrane potential, V1/2 is the half-maximal activation potential, and κ is 
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the slope factor. A maximal Po of utilized distribution is 1. 

For separation of slow and fast gating,  

 I(Vp) = N-120 Ps
o (Vp) Pf

o (Vp)                (3) 

,where Ps
o and Pf

o indicate the open probability of slow and fast gating at 

Vp. Here, when prepulse at +170 mV is given, the fast gate is maximally 

activated, which can be assumed that the open probability of fast gating is ~1. 

In this state, the slow gate is not substantially affected. Therefore, the equation,   

Ipp(Vp) = N-120 Ps
o (Vp)                      (4) 

is established. When Ps
o (Vp) was obtained, using the equation (3),  

 Pf
o (Vp) = I(Vp)/Ipp(Vp)                    (5) 

can be drawn. Data obtained using the equation (5) were plotted (1).  

Peak current density was calculated for comparison of data across cells of 

different sizes. It was obtained from peak current (pA) from each recording 

divided by cell capacitance (pF).  

 

Statistical analysis  

Experimental values were analyzed for mean and s.e.m. The quantitative 

figures in this work represent the mean ± s.e.m. Data sets were statistically 

evaluated utilizing an unpaired t test. Differences in the mean values of P < 

0.05 were considered significant unless indicated otherwise.   
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Results 

Functional consequences of autosomal dominant mutants  

Whole cell patch-clamp recording from HEK293 cells expressing WT CLC-1 

showed typical voltage-dependent Cl- currents with V1/2 of -54 ± 3 mV (Fig 

1B and C). Surprisingly, the current-voltage relationships of S189C mutant 

channels showed more than 100 mV shift of V1/2 value toward depolarizing 

voltage (58 ± 4 mV) with shallower voltage-dependency (Fig 1C and Table 2). 

In order to clarify what sort of gating process was involved in the phenotype 

of S189C mutant channel, whole cell recordings were performed with 

“umbrella protocol” described earlier by Pusch et al [1]. V1/2 values of WT for 

“slow” gating and “fast” gating were -36 ± 17 mV and -60 ± 10 mV, 

respectively (Table 3), well matched with previously reported values [1].  

For S189C mutant, V1/2 of both gating processes was shifted toward more 

depolarizing potentials relative to WT (Fig 2B). In particular, the V1/2 of slow 

gating was remarkably shifted by 86 mV, which implies altered “slow” gating 

process is mainly responsible for functional consequence of S189C mutation 

(Table 1). This right shifted voltage-dependency also resulted in remarkably 

decreased Cl- current density (~5% of WT channel) in the range of 

physiological membrane potential (Table 1). Interestingly, P480C mutant 

showed largely unaffected characteristics of both slow and fast gating 

processes compared to WT (Fig 1B, C and Fig 2C). Though it is puzzling to 

rationalize abnormal output of P480C mutation with this WT-like voltage-

dependency, P480C mutation might lead to the reduced channel activity in the 

plasma membrane. The deceased Cl- conductance (~26% of WT channel) 
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from P480S could support this idea (Table 1).  
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Figure 1. Channel characteristics of WT and autosomal dominant 

mutants, S189C and P480S   

A. Voltage pulse protocol for whole cell recording Left Each holding 

potential and tail potential were fixed at 0 mV and -125 mV. A series of 

voltage step pulses was applied from -165 mV to +75 mV. Right Additional 

voltage step pulses were applied up to +195 mV in order to fit Boltzmann 

distribution. This voltage step pulse was only used for S189C. B. 

Representative whole cell patch clamp recordings and current-voltage 

relationship of WT and autosomal dominant mutants, S189C and P480S 

in HEK 293 cells The experiment was performed based on the voltage pulse 

protocol introduced in Fig 1A. C. Gating properties of WT, S189C, and 

P480S Closed square and solid line represent WT fitting with Boltzmann 

distributions as described in the text. Opened square and dotted line represents 

mutant test.  
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Figure 2. Analysis of fast and slow gating in WT, S189C, and P480S  

A. Fast and slow gating whole cell recording of WT Top Voltage pulse 

protocol for fast and slow gating analysis. Holding potential and tail pulse 

were fixed at 0 mV and -125 mV identically. First pulse was given from -165 

mV to +75 mV during 160 ms, and prepulse at +170 mV during 0.5 ms was 

followed. Second pulse was followed after previous pulse, and it is identical 

to the first pulse excluding prepulse. Middle Description of whole cell tail 

currents when fixed pulse at -125 mV was given. Dotted line indicates 

holding potential line at 0 mV. Bottom Channel activation curve of slow and 

fast gating in WT. Black closed squares represent relative open probability of 

fast gating and red solid line indicates fitting of fast channel activation curve 

to Boltzmann distribution. Red opened squares represent relative open 

probability of slow gating and red dotted line indicates fitting of slow channel 
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activation curve to Boltzmann distribution. The channel activation curve was 

obtained as introduced in the text. B. Fast and slow gating analysis in whole 

cell recording of S189C Top Description of whole cell tail currents at tail 

pulse, -125 mV. Bottom Left Comparison of slow gating channel activation 

curves in WT and S189C. Right Comparison of fast gating channel activation 

curves in WT and S189C. C.  Fast and slow gating analysis in whole cell 

recording of P480S Top Description of whole cell tail currents at tail pulse, -

125 mV. Bottom Left Comparison of slow gating activation curves in WT 

and P480S. Right Comparison of fast gating activation curves in WT and 

P480S.  
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Co-transfection experiment for two AD mutants 

Underscoring heterozygous form of autosomal dominant mutants, co-

expression experiment was conducted in order to mimic heterozygous effects. 

Interestingly, when co-expressed with WT in HEK293 cells, S189C resulted 

in combined characteristics to WT in whole cell trace (Fig 3A). In the current-

voltage relationships of co-expressed S189C with WT mutant channels, V1/2 

of slow and fast gating were 45 ± 5 mV and -37 ± 8 mV, respectively 

(Table.4). For S189C co-expressed with WT, slow gating process was 

significantly shifted more than 100 mV, suggesting that slow gating still 

governs the function of channel. Co-expression test of P480S also imply that 

altered slow gating plays a key role in the functional consequence of channel. 

V1/2 of co-expressed P480S in slow gating clearly showed less voltage 

dependency relative to WT whereas fast gating was largely unaffected (-50 ± 

5 mV). Interestingly, compared to V1/2 of S189C and P480S, V1/2 of both AD 

mutants co-expressed with WT displayed less shifted toward more 

depolarizing potentials, respectively (Table. 3,4) This recapitulates that ⅰ) 

co-expression test with WT might mimic dominant negative effects ⅱ) slow 

gating process largely contributes to the function of channel. 
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Figure 3. Co-transfection test for autosomal dominant mutants A, C 

Whole cell recording and current-voltage relationship from HEK293 cells 

co-expressing WT + S189C, and WT + P480S in 1:1 ratio (C) B, D 

Channel activation of slow and fast gating in co-expression of WT + 

S189C, and WT + P480S (D)  
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Unique behaviors of Autosomal recessive mutant channel 

M128I is the only mutant that has autosomal recessive genotype among novel 

six mutants found in Korean patients. Surprisingly, M128I did not depict the 

typical deactivation of Cl-current on time course (Fig 4A). In addition, the 

current-voltage relationship of M128I was consistent with open-state of 

M128I (Fig 4B), indicating drastically right shifted V1/2 toward more 

depolarizing potentials by 100 mV (56 ± 2 mV). In slow gating analysis, 

however, M128I displayed reversed voltage-dependency (Fig 4C). V1/2 of fast 

gating in M128I was shifted to more depolarizing potentials by 30 mV 

relative to WT (Table.3). Collectively, this modified voltage-dependency in 

both gating is responsible for nearly 72% reduction in Cl- current density (-

138.5 ± 12.4 pA/pF) relative to WT. Although perplexing process shown in 

slow gating of M128I is baffled to be answered, remarkably reduced Cl- 

current density and the right shifted V1/2 in fast gating can still explain the 

pathological output of M128I mutation in MC patient.  
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Figure 4. Channel characteristics of autosomal recessive mutant, M128I 

A. Whole cell recording and current-voltage relationship of M128I 

Voltage pulse protocol was given to obtain current traces as described in Fig. 

1A. B. Relative open probability of WT and M128I Activation curves of 

WT and M128I were fitted to bolzmann distribution (Red solid line: WT, Red 

dotted line: M128I). C. Characteristics of fast and slow gating in M128I 

Left Comparison of relative open probability of slow gating in WT and 

M128I Right Comparison of relative open probability of fast gating in WT 

and M128I  
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Various characteristics of sporadic mutants 

In addition to inherited genotypes, some mutants are intermittently caused 

without familial history. M373L, G523D, and M609K are sporadic mutants, 

and whole cell patch-clamp recording from HEK 293 cells described the 

characteristics of three mutants, respectively. M373L and M609K showed 

similar behaviors as WT, illustrating rapid activation and slow deactivation of 

Cl- currents on time course. However, deactivation of current was completely 

absent in G523D (Fig 5A). The reversed current-voltage relationship was 

observed in G523 D whereas M373L and M609K showed WT-like 

characteristics (Fig. 5B). Interestingly, all sporadic mutants commonly 

revealed the reversed current-voltage relationship in slow gating process (Fig 

6A). V1/2 values of M373L and M609K for fast gating were -36 ± 3 mV and -

50 ± 4 mV, respectively, suggesting that no significant effect on fast gating 

process in the two mutants (Table. 3). However, M609K resulted in a 

decreased Cl- conductance (~30% of WT channel), account for destabilizing 

the membrane potential.    

Interestingly, G523D showed mainly affected characteristics in fast gating to 

WT channel (Fig 6B). The typical voltage dependency in the current-voltage 

relationship was totally abrogated, and fitting with Boltzmann distributions 

was impossible. It is still puzzling how G523D contributes to pathological 

yield while showing consistent open-state channel activation and adequate Cl-

conductance in the range of physiological membrane potential (-452.2 ± 52.0 

pA/pF). However, the reversed voltage-dependency in slow gating process 

supports the abnormal consequences of G523D mutant channel.  
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Figure 5. Analysis of channel characteristics of sporadic mutants, M373L, 

G523D, and M609K   

A. Representative whole cell patch clamp recordings and current-voltage 

relationship of sporadic mutants, M373L, G523D and M609K in HEK 

293 cells The experiment was performed based on the voltage pulse protocol 

introduced in Fig 1A. B. Gating properties of sporadic mutants Relative 

open probability of sporadic mutants compared to WT was fitted to Boltzmann 

distribution.  
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Figure 6. Analysis of fast and slow gating in sporadic mutants  

A, B, C Left Description of whole cell currents of sporadic mutants at tail 

pulse, -125 mV Dotted line represent holding potential line at 0 mV. Right 

Relative open probability of slow and fast gating of sporadic mutants 

closed black squares indicates slow and fast gating channel activation curves 

and solid red line represents fitting to WT channel activation curve and 

opened red squares indicate slow and fast gating channel activation of 

sporadic mutants and dotted red line represents fitting to mutant slow and fast 

gating channel activation curves.  
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Electrophysiological analysis of WT hClC-1 channels and the mutants 

under a low [Cl-] internal solution.  

In muscle fibers, the internal [Cl-] is very low (Dulhunty, 1978). As permeant 

anions are reported to affect the function of channel gating, all mutants were 

tested under a low [Cl-]int solution to mimic physiological conditions of 

muscle fibers.  

Whole cell patch-clamp recording from HEK293 cells expressing WT ClC-1 

under 

4mM of [Cl-] internal solution showed outwardly rectifying currents with fast  

activation and slow deactivation of Cl- currents on a typical time course. V1/2 

of 4mM [Cl-]int resulted in shifted to more depolarizing potentials by 40 mV 

relative to that of 134 mM [Cl-]int, which is expected result based on 

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation. This indicates that concentration of internal 

solution did not largely affect in gating of ClC-1 WT channel. For M28I, the 

whole cell trace displayed slow activation of Cl- currents in respect with WT. 

The current-voltage relationships of M128I mutant channels showed more 

than 93 mV shift of V1/2 value toward depolarizing voltage (79 ± 6 mV) 

compared to WT under a low internal solution as well. M128I displayed a 

significant movement to right under both 4mM and 134 mM internal solutions. 

However, V1/2 of S189C under a low [Cl-]int was remarkably shifted to more 

depolarizing potentials (147 ± 23 mV) by 100 mV compared to that under 134 

mM [Cl-]int. This suggested that this mutant is affected by the difference of 

[Cl-]int. M373L, on the other hand, showed similar behaviors under both 134 

mM and 4 mM [Cl-]int relative to WT. P480S under 4 mM [Cl-]int was shifted 
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toward more depolarizing potentials by 30 V (24 ± 7 mV) as that under 134 

mM [Cl-]. In whole cell trace, however, P480S displayed slow activation as 

well as M128I and G523D. G523D under 4 mM [Cl-]int showed drastic shift to 

more depolarizing potentials by 100 mV (125 ± 42 mV) compared to WT. 

Interestingly, the gating of M128I and G523D under 134 mM [Cl-]int showed 

the reversed current-voltage relationship in channel activation whereas those 

under 4 mM [Cl-] resulted in voltage-dependent channel activation with right-

shifted V1/2. M609K displayed similar behaviors in both channel activation 

and whole cell patch clamp recording. Although a low [Cl-]int test did not 

reveal distinctive channel behaviors in WT, M128I, S189C, and G523D 

clearly showed affected channel activation relative to those under normal 

internal condition [Cl-=134 mM]. This demonstrates that some mutants might 

be sensitive at change of internal concentration of Cl-. Especially, since S189C 

is located in chloride selectivity filter of ClC-1, internal chloride might be 

responsible for function of this filter, and our data support this idea.  
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Figure 7. The characteristics of hClC-1 WT and six mutants under a low 

[Cl-]int  

A. Representative whole cell patch clamp recordings of WT The 

experiment was performed based on the voltage pulse protocol introduced in 

Fig 1A except a holding potential fixed at -85 mV B-G. The whole cell patch 

clamp recordings of six mutants 
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Fig. 8 Analysis of six mutants gating under a low [Cl-]int  

A-F Relative open probability of six mutants closed black squares indicate 

channel activation curves of WT and solid red line represents fitting to WT 

channel activation curve. Opened red squares indicate channel activation of 

six mutants and dotted red line represents fitting to channel activation curves 

of six mutants.  
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Table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Whole Current Density of hClC-1 and six novel mutants 

∗ P<0.05 ∗∗∗ P<0.001 A.D and A.R indicates autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive type.  

Table 2 Boltzmann parameters of the activation curves of currents resulted 
from WT and six novel mutants  P

o
 curves produced by I (V

p
) /I 

min
 (V

p
) at a 

fixed potential -125 mV was fitted to Boltzmann distribution. 

- Indicates that there is no value fitted to Boltzmann distribution. 
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Table 3 Boltzmann parameters of the activation curves for fast and 
slow gating analysis results from WT and six novel mutants 

♦ 
indicates that the mutant has reversed pattern of activation curve for slow gating 

- Indicates that there is no value fitted to Boltzmann distribution. 

Table 4 Boltzmann parameters of the activation curves for fast and 
slow gating analysis results from WT and co-transfection test for AD 
mutants 

Table 5 Boltzmann parameters of the activation curves of currents 
resulted from WT and six novel mutants under physiological condition  
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Discussion 

Discussion  

We report the channel gating properties of six mutants found among Korean 

patients. The clinical presentation and inheritance associated with these 

mutants underscore the importance of their physiologic effects on channel 

function.  

We identified the functional consequences of the autosomal dominant mutants 

through the whole cell patch-clamp approach. Firstly, S189C demonstrated 

not only outwardly rectifying chloride currents but also modified channel 

gating in both slow and fast gating modalities. Co-expressed S189C with WT 

showed both inwardly and outwardly rectifying currents as well as shifted 

V1/2 to more depolarizing potentials. The S189C mutation is located in the 

linker region between domains C and D of ClC-1, which is known for the 

GSGIP region, a well-conserved domain among different species, functioning 

as the Cl- selectivity filter [8]. Helices D,F,N, and R participate in the 

formation of the chloride conducting pore of a ClC monomer [7,8]. The Cl- 

selectivity may be destabilized due to the mutation that occurs at this position. 

Taking into consideration both the importance of conserved residues and 

significant alteration that occurred in channel gating, we hypothesize that 

mutant S189C specifically plays a key role in slow gating of ClC-1 channel, 

causing outwardly rectifying currents. In contrast, mutant P480S sustained 

whole cell traces that are similar to WT. P480S showed an appreciable right 

shift in slow gating whereas fast gating was not significantly altered. Co-

expression of both S189C and P480s resulted in a shift to more depolarizing 
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potentials, particularly in slow gating, although less pronounced than that 

observed for solely mutant expressed channels. Collectively, these data 

suggest that a dominant negative effect is seen for both mutants, affecting 

slow gating in particular.  

M128I resulted in significant changes not only in the whole cell current but 

also in gating. Although current was not deactivated on a time course as in 

WT, the whole cell density was reduced approximately 70%, which could 

explain the clinical abnormalities of MC found in the patient. Furthermore, 

both fast and slow gating of M128I was significantly modified. Taken together, 

we hypothesize that significant alteration in channel function as well as 

reduction in chloride conductance contributes to the clinical presentation of 

autosomal recessive MC. It is also interesting that M128V was previously 

reported to cause autosomal dominant type of MC [16], suggesting that the 

specific amino acid position mutated is not a major factor in determining the 

inheritance pattern. M128V resulted in a slow deactivation of outwardly 

rectifying current in the whole cell trace whereas it showed overlapping 

behavior with that of M128I, including a reduction in chloride current and 

right shifted V1/2 [16]. Thus, we conclude that substitution of isoleucine 

instead of valine in domain B might abolish a typical slow deactivation of Cl- 

current in ClC-1. Further studies regarding structures of amino acid were not 

conducted in this study, but it reinforces the importance of this helix that 

appears to be part of gating function [16].   

In the sporadic mutants, a reduced chloride conductance in both G523D and 

M609K was observed. Slow gating of M373L, G523D, and M609K was 
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commonly activated at negative potentials, which is the opposite behavior to 

that of WT. In addition, G523D demonstrated abnormal function in fast gating. 

Although the property of G523D was not investigated further in this study, it 

is plausible that the mutant is deeply involved in both slow and fast gating 

mechanisms. M609K is the only mutation in the present study that is located 

in the CBS1 domain (Suppl. Fig. 1). This site could be crucial in regulation of 

chloride conductance and slow gating in that channel activation of fast gating 

in M609K was similar to WT.  M373L, on the other hand, simply resulted in 

the modified channel activation in slow gating, although it produced sufficient 

chloride conductance at physiologically relevant potentials. It remains 

puzzling how increased Cl conductance induces myotonia. Recently, Richman 

et al (2012) showed that the G233S mutant results in a near constitutively 

open channel by rendering the fast gate of the channel mostly open, while the 

common gating appears to be relatively normal [33]. The functional 

characterizations of the mutant appear to be consistent with the structural role 

of the G233 residue according to the high-resolution structures of the 

homologous bacterial CLC molecules [33]. This “gain-of-function” mutation 

for the molecular function of CLC-1 paradoxically appears to result in a 

reduction in membrane stability leading to myotonia. Because an increase in 

Cl- conductance in response to membrane depolarization is essential to 

repolarize the membrane potential from the peak of an action potential back to 

the resting state, a defect in the dynamics of the response to a voltage change 

as occurs in the G233S mutant may contribute to the over-excitability of the 

membrane and the clinical myotonia, in contrary to the previous studies [33]. 
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In this regard, the effect of the G523D mutation can be considered to be 

similar to those caused by the loss-of-function mutations of CLCN1 that result 

in reduced conductance at positive membrane potentials. 

The two patients with p.P480S or p.G523D mutations responded well to 

mexiletine [30]. The common findings between two mutations are ⅰ) high 

open probability of both slow and fast gating at the hyperpolarized membrane 

potentials and ⅱ) low open probability of both slow and fast gating at the 

depolarized membrane potentials, although both effects are more dramatic at 

p.G523D mutation. The prolonged repolarization, hyperexcitability, and 

spontaneous action potentials would be expected if there was a reduction in 

the resting muscle chloride conductance through ClC-1 (GClC-1). Our 

findings suggest that prolonged repolarization due to decreased Po of slow 

gating at the depolarized regions of ClC-1 channels is important for MC and 

decreasing Na+ current by mexiletine improved the myotonia symptoms. 

Decreased Cl- conductance was not a common factor for the response to 

treatment with mexiletine, a Na+ channel blocker causing a reduction in 

Na+ current amplitude.  

The response to treatment is poor for p.M609K and p.M128I but excellent for 

p.P480S and p.G523D [30]. The main difference is the voltage sensitivity (κ) 

of ClC-1 channel. The lower voltage sensitivity of ClC-1 at mutant p.P480S 

and pG523D seems important for the response to treatment. A Similar finding 

is observed in mutant p.S189C ( κ of 59 mV). However, the mutation is 

associated with a fair response to treatment in our previous study (patient 6 

versus patient 9) [30]. Although both patients have the same mutation, the 
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symptoms and signs such as muscle hypertrophy, transient weakness, cold 

sensitivity, CK level, and EMG findings, were different [30].  

The clinical severity of MC can be graded by Jøegensen (2005) [9]. The 

severity grade was 5 (pronounced myotonia, transient weakness, and 

dystrophic features) for p.M609K and 2 (mild (and/or fluctuating) symptoms) 

for p.M128I mutation [30]. Both mutants commonly displayed reduced Cl- 

conductances. The open probability of slow gating is similar, but the open 

probability is quite different between two mutants. These results suggest that 

right shift of the voltage dependence of fast gating is important for the clinical 

severity if other parameters such as decreased Cl- conductance and changes in 

slow gating (a reversed relationship between Po and voltage) are similar. 

In conclusion, we identified and characterized six novel mutants found in 

ClC-1 of Korean patients who suffer from MC. The electrophysiological 

property as well as analysis of slow and fast gating is expected to provide a 

sufficient basis for investigation of ClC-1 channels in both physiological and 

pathological terms.   
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국문 초록 

 

CIC-1은 전압의존성 음이온 이온통로로 사람의 골격근에 주로 발현되고 

있으며, 안정막 전압의 안정화에 기여하고 있다. 유전질환인 선천성 

근강직증은 이 유전자의 돌연변이에 의하여 발생한다. 이는 ClC-1의 

돌연변이가 세포막 흥분성 조절의 이상을 초래하여 근강직증을 유발하는 

것으로 생각되고 있다.  

본 연구는 한국인 선천성 근강직증 환자에서 발견된 6개의 

돌연변이(p.M128I, p.S189C, p.M373L, p.P480S, p.G523D, p.M609K)의 

전기생리학적 특징을 규명하여, ClC-1유전자의 구조와 기능의 상관관계를 

밝히고자 하였다. . CIC-1의 돌연변이 클론을 과발현한 HEK293 

세포주에서 전세포 기록법으로 전류를 기록하였다. 그 결과, P480S와 

M609K는 정상 클론에 비해 20% 이하의 음이온 전류전도도를 나타냈고, 

1/2 전압수치는 탈분극 전압 방향으로 이동하였다. S189C 돌연변이는 

염소이온의 내향적 정류현상의 특징이 소실되었다. 또한, 그 S189S 

돌연변이의 1/2 전압수치는 +100 mV 이상까지 극단적으로 이동하였다. 

그와 반대로, M128I와 G523D의 이온통로는 개방된 항정상태를 보였다. 

그래서 우리는 hCIC-1의 기능적인 특징을 좀 더 세분화해서 관찰하고자 

이온통로의 개폐의 시간의존성을 분석하였다. 그 결과, 6종의 CIC-1 

돌연변이들 모두 slow gating 이 정상 클론보다 눈에 띄게 변해있었다. 

반면, G523D를 제외한 나머지 돌연변이의 fast gating 은 정상 클론과 

크게 다르지 않았다. G523D의 열린 확률 분석결과 정상 클론에서 보였던 

S자 형태의 곡선을 보이지 않고 일직선의 양상을 나타냈다. 이러한 

전기생리학적인 결과는 ClC-1의 돌연변이가 이온통로 개폐의 심각한 
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변형과 염소이온 투과도를 감소시켜 선천성 근강직증을 야기함을 보여주고 

있다.  

------------------------------------- 

주요어 : 선천성 근강직증,  

학  번 : 2011-23811  
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